Style Guide
Grid System

Create 3-5 wireframe sketches with grids by only using the blocking method. Must use the final format size. Show examples in full size if possible, on black, no other type or information on screen. Show with and without grids. Grid to include, Column, Rows, Modules, and definition of why you chose this grid. Which constraint helped you set this grid?

01 Label
Screen to browse between different shopping items (eg different kinds of cereal)

02 Label
Additional information on a product selected, including details, price, eligibility

03 Label
Possible filtering tool for searching for a pickup location
This would be the shopping or browsing screen. I chose a standard grid because with mobile you don’t have much screen space to work with so it’s important to try to maintain balance and composition on a fairly granular level.
This would be the product information screen. I chose a standard grid for the same reason as before (mobile limitation).
This would be the screen to filter what kind of pickup locations appear on the map. I chose a standard grid for the same reason as before (mobile limitation).